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Synopsis
This is the story of an encounter between Tubby and
Nottubby, two larger-than-life characters whom destiny
surprises one Christmas Eve on the threshold of despair.
Propelling them on an extraordinary quest from the banks of
the River Thames in London to beyond the realms of
reality, the story explores both the tragic and comic
dimensions of human experience. We follow Tubby and
Nottubby, at once deceived by their illusions and carried by
the beauty of their dreams as they meet a skull, survive a
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tempest, fall out and make up, sing to deceive fear and
death itself, en route to their renaissance. Haunted by the
breath of Shakespeare, bathed in the wonderful madness of
Chaplin, Laurel and Hardy, nourished by ancient myths, this
show tells the force but also the fragility of friendship, love
and dreams - the ultimate defence against the cruelty of
the world.
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« Il y a des moments de théâtre qui sont de véritables moments de grâce. Des
moments où la magie opère en douceur et en profondeur sans rien sacrifier du
grave ou du tragique. Tubby et Nottubby du Théâtre Fools and Feathers est de
ceux-là. »
- « Quand l'inestimable de l'art se manifeste », Sylvie Nicolas in Le Devoir,
Cahier Culture, 17 septembre 2011, Canada

BACKGROUND INSPIRATION
“The Tragicomic Destiny of Tubby and Nottubby” is strongly
influenced by two Shakespeare plays; “Hamlet” and “Julius Caesar”.
We were also very inspired by Laurel and Hardy and Charlie
Chaplin.
Did you know?
That the word “Tubby” in English means somebody who is large,
round, and who likes to eat a lot! “Nottubby” is the opposite, small
and thin just like Laurel and Hardy.
“Tubby and Nottubby” is also a play on words, from Shakespeare’s
famous play “Hamet”: “To be or not to be”.
Have you heard this famous phrase before?

1) William Shakespeare

William Shakespeare (baptised 26 April 1564 died 23 April 1616)
was an English poet and playwright, one of the greatest writer’s in
the English language. He is often called England's national poet. His
works consist of about 38 plays 154 sonnets, two long narrative
poems, and several other poems. His plays have been translated into
every major language and are performed more often than those of
any other playwright.

Hamlet, is a tragedy by William Shakespeare, believed to have been
written between 1599 and 1601. It is often considered the greatest
achievement of the world’s greatest playwright. It has been
performed and translated more than any other play in the world.

The Story
The play, set in the Kingdom of Denmark, tells the story of how
Prince Hamlet takes revenge on his uncle Claudius, firstly for
murdering the old King Hamlet (Claudius's brother and Prince
Hamlet's father) and secondly for succeeding to the throne and
marrying Gertrude (King Hamlet's wife and mother of Prince
Hamlet).

"To be, or not to be" is the opening phrase of a soliloquay from
Hamlet, Act III, Scene 1. It is the best-known quotation from the
play and probably the most famous in world literature.

HAMLET
« To be, or not to be, that is the questionWhether it is nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,

Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them. To die. To sleepNo more; and by a sleep to say we end
The heart-ache, and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to ; It is a consummation
Devoutely to be wished… »

What does it mean ?
In this famous speech, Hamlet asks whether it is better to live, or
better to die. But what is there after death? This is a difficult
question and maybe there are more problems afterwards! He asks
himself if he wants to fight against all his problems or find peace by
killing himself, and then he can sleep forever.

2) Gaius Julius Caesar (July 100 BC– 15 March 44 BC) was a
Roman general and statesman and a writer of Latin prose. He played
a critical role in the gradual transformation of the Roman Republic
into the Roman Empire.

Julius Caesar is a tragedy by William Shakespeare, believed to
have been written in 1599. It tells the story of the 44 BC conspiracy
against the Roman dictator Julius Caesar, his assassination and the
defeat of the conspirators at the Battle of Philippi.
Marcus Brutus is Caesar's close friend but he ends up joining a group
of conspiring senators because of a growing suspicion - that Caesar
intends to turn republican Rome into a monarchy under his own rule.

Caesar's assassination is one of the most famous scenes of the play,
occurring in Act 3. Caesar comes to the Senate. The senators start
stabbing him and Brutus is last person to stab him. At this point,
Caesar utters the famous line « Et tu, Brute » (« And you, Brutus? »,
which means « You too, Brutus? »). Other historians claim that he
said « Tu quoque fili « which means « you too, my son ». Caesar is in
shock because he trusted Brutus, and didn’t expect him to kill him.
This is a modern day clip from the series « Rome », which shows
Caesar’s assassination by the senators, and Brutus who stabs him
last :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FvgP5hO99o

The assassination of Caesar

Class Discussion

Do you think Brutus was right or wrong to kill Caesar ? Why ?

3) Laurel and Hardy

Laurel and Hardy were one of the most popular and critically
acclaimed comedy double acts of the early classical Hollywood era of
American Cinema. Composed of thin Englishman Stan Laurel (1890–
1965) and heavy American Oliver Hardy (1892–1957) they became
well known during the late 1920s to the mid-1940s for their slaptick
comedy, with Laurel playing the clumsy and childlike friend of the
pompous Hardy.
They made over 100 films together, initially two-reelers (short films)
before expanding into feature length films in the 1930s.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w19mNH3wHp0

4) Charlie Chaplin

Sir Charles Spencer "Charlie" Chaplin, (16 April 1889 – 25
December 1977) was an English comic actor, film director and
composer best known for his work during the sillent film era. He
became the most famous film star in the world before the end of
World War I. Chaplin was one of the most creative and influential
personalities of his time. His working life in entertainment spanned
over 75 years, from the Victorian stage and the music hall in the
United Kingdom as a child performer, until close to his death at the
age of 88. In 1915, he burst onto a war-torn world bringing it the

gift of comedy, laughter and relief while it was tearing itself apart
through World War I. Over the next 25 years, through the Great
Depression and the rise of Adolf Hitler, he continued making
films. ... It is doubtful any individual has ever given more
entertainment, pleasure and relief to so many human beings when
they needed it the most.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot1-O7nEvmk

« The Tragicomic Destiny of Tubby and Nottubby »

BANDE"ANNONCE DU SPECTACLE :
http://youtu.be/ATQhv8OTK6w

Scene One : Suicide

The play starts in London, by theThames river. It is
Christmas eve, and it's snowing.
Tubby and Nottubby enter the stage from the wings, stage
right/left, crying, each of them holding a suitcase. They are
physically opposite in size; Tubby is very large, and very
round; Nottubby is very small and very thin (see Laurel and
Hardy).
The two characters do not know each other, and do not see
each other, but they do the same action at the same time;
they have chosen the same street- lamp on the river Thames
to end their lives...
They are both very sad, and in despair. We hear the sound
of the Thames river in the backround. They turn to look at
the image of London (which is projected on the curtains),
and they both turn and say « Goodbye » for the last time.
They walk towards the front of the stage where the river
is, still crying. They put their suitcases down, open them,
and at the same time, they each take out a stone, which is
attached to a long piece of rope. They start to sing the song
as they prepare to commit suicide; they tie the rope around
their waists and hold the stones in their hands, ready to
jump...

Extract one
SONG : I WANT TO DIE
I want to die
I want to die
I want to die
Laissez- moi mourir
J’ai plus de boulot
I’ve got no job
J’ai pas d’amis
I’ve got no friends
Rien à manger
I’ve got no food
Je suis désespéré
C’est trop injuste
J’ai besoin d’être aimé
Mais tout le monde s’en fout
Je suis au fond du trou
I want
I want
I want
This is

to die
to die
to die
the end

At the end of the song, Tubby and Nottubby both look down
at the water; they hear the clock strike, and they prepare
to jump...

Class Activity :
Read the words of the song « I want to Die » that Tubby and
Nottubby sing when they come on stage.

Discussion :
Why you think they are both so sad, and why they want to
commit suicide ?

Creative Writing :
What song would you write to express that you are sad and
in despair ?

Extract two :

Tubby and Nottubby prepare to jump into the river :
T: Goodbye ! (to public)
NT: Goodbye ! (to public)
T: (Seeing Nottubby for the first time) Oh! Hello!
NT: (Seeing Tubby for the first time) Hello!
T/NT : (very scared) Ahhhh !!!
T: Who the hell are you?
NT : Who the hell are you ?

(They look at each other and step towards each other,
checking to see if the other is a real person)
T: You're alive !
NT: Of course I'm alive ! You're alive too !
T: Of course I'm alive !

(They are both really scared, so they stand as far away as
possible from each other, but at the same time they shake
hands and introduce themselves) :
T: Tubby!
NT: Nottubby!
T: Lovely to meet you!
NT: The pleasure is all mine !

(They both look down at the water, and look at each other
out of the corner of their eye. Suddenly afraid that the
other will see their stone, they both quickly hide their
stones behind their backs. Their voices are under strain as
the stones are very heavy) :
T: So how do you do?

NT : Good. Good. Very good. How do you do?
T: Good. Good. Very good. Very good.
NT: Good good
T: Good good
NT: Very good
T: Lovely evening isn't it ?
NT: Yes, wonderful!
T/NT: The magic of Christmas!

Class Activity :
Look at extract number two.
With a partner, read the scene in class.
Decide who is Tubby and who is Nottubby.
Think about how you would look physically, what you would
wear/how you would talk/walk.
Read the scene in front of your class with your partner

Extract three
T: Nottubby?
Nt: Yes Tubby?
T: I hate Christmas
NT: Me too
T: Music?
T/NT: Good idea!

(Tubby takes out a little radio that he has in his jacket
pocket. He switches the radio on, and we hear the news) :
Radio: « … les chefs d’États sont réunis pour annoncer la
dissolution de l’Union Européenne, en raison de la crise
internationale majeure qui secoue l'ensemble des
pays...»zzz »… « British Prime Minister says: war is
imminent, times are hard, food stocks are low, save food
by eating less … zzz .. “ »zzz »... il s'agit d'une guerre
juste, dont l'enjeu pour le monde libre n'est ni plus ni
moins que d'assurer sa pérennité, en s'assurant du
contrôle absolu de la dernière réserve de pétrole …
« zzzz »...(We hear the sounds of crowds fighting and
explosions on the radio, like the sound of war raging in
another country)...... En raison de la crise alimentaire
internationale, le Président demande aux citoyens

français d’économiser les réserves de nourritures en ne
mangeant qu’un jour sur deux… »zzzzz »…
T/NT : Ohhh !
T: What ? We can only eat every other day?!
Nottubby ?
NT : Yes, Tubby ?
T : I simply can't go on living anymore...
NT : Me neither…
T : People like us are the most miserable people in the
world...
NT : We've got no family...
T : No job…
NT : No house…
T : No future…
NT : No love…
(They look at each other, sadly...)
T : I wish I'd been luckier in my life...
NT : I wish I could start my life all over again...

Class Activity :
In groups of three, practise reading this extract in class.
Decide who will play Tubby and who will play Nottubby in the scene.
Think about the beginning of the scene ; are Tubby and Nottubby
happy or sad ? Why ?
How would you create the news on the radio? Would you change your
voice for each different announcement ?
Read your scene in front of the class.
Do you think that the news on the radio is similar to what is
happening in the world today ?
Why ?

Louis Fortier as « Tubby »

Sophie Brech as « Nottubby » Photos : Alex Maltais

Extract Four

We hear the sound of a little magical bell that comes from
the radio : Nottubby and Tubby look suprised. We hear
Army music in the backround, and the voice of a Recruiting
Sergeant. This is the moment when Tubby and Nottubby are
tricked into joining the Army, but they don't know that yet,
they are just happy to be given a reason to live, instead of
jumping in the Thames river and ending their lives).
R Sergeant: In this cruel and uncertain world, do you
wish you were strong enough to face your fears ?
T/NT : Yes please !
R Sergeant: Do you want to change your life and finally
become yourself ?
T/NT : ABSOLUTELY !!!
R Sergeant: Do you dream of a well-paid job and a
fullfiling career ?
T/NT : Oh yes !...
R Sergeant: Are you looking for adventure ?
T/NT : Oh yes !
R Sergeant: Are you ambitious?

T/NT : Euh...
R Sergeant: Delay No More! DIAL A-R-M-Y, A-R-M-Y !
AND see if YOU qualify for a place on
« Operation Princess of the Desert ! »
T/NT : Princess of the Desert !
R Sergeant: We need you ! The opportunity of a lifetime
is knocking at your door !
CHANGE YOU WORLD ! BECOME YOURSELF !
DIAL A-R-M-Y, A-R-M-Y !
Attention ! Free competency test for the first 2 callers !
T/NT : Woah !!
NT : Quick ! Quick ! (They tap the number and wait
anxiously. We hear a « gun » ring)
Class Activity :
Look at the role of the Recruiting Sergeant.
What voice would you have, what would you look like ?
Are Tubby and Nottubby happy or sad when they listen to the
Recruiting Sergent ?
Make a list of things that Tubby and Nottubby are promised.

Role-play :
In groups of three, read the text.

Discussion :
Do you know anyone who has worked in the Army ?

Do you know how the Army recruits soldiers nowadays ?
What do you think about war ? Do you think people choose to join the
Army because they want to or do you think some people don't have a
choice ?
Do you know anyone who has lost their job ?
How do you think someone feels when they have lost their job ?
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Scene Two : In The Desert
Extract Five

In this scene, we find Tubby and Nottubby in the middle of
the desert, where they have landed in parachutes. They still
don’t understand that they are working for the Army. They
start to play a game, as they wait to find out what their new
job is.
T: Nottubby?
NT: Yes Tubby?
T: Don't you think I look a bit like Julius Caesar?
NT: Julius who ?
T: Caesar; Julius Caesar… You know, he was a great
roman emperor...
NT: How come you know him?
T: Well, to tell you the truth, when I was young, I did a
little bit of theatre, and everyone said I was brilliant.
NT: Really ? What role did you play ?
T: Julius Caesar! I was killed in the Capital...
NT : No way !

T : Brutus killed me !!
NT: Who's Brutus?...
T: He was my best friend...
NT: I thought I was your best friend ?!
T : Yes, yes, you are my best friend, but Brutus was
like a son to Caesar. Caesar, who was stabbed 23 times,
saw Brutus, his own son, striking him last, around about
here somewhere... (Points to the bottom of his stomach)
T: Nottubby?
SD: Yes Tubby?
T: Let's play Julius Caesar !
NT : Okay !
T : I'll play Caesar, you play Brutus, and you have to kill
me in the Capital !
NT: Okay!
T: Nottubby?
NT: Yes Tubby?
T: Julius Caesar, Take One !

(Tubby claps his hands together in front of Nottubby's
face, like they do in the cinema, when a film is being made.
Tubby and Nottubby disappear, and then reappear in front
of the public as their « characters », Juluis Caesar and
Brutus...
Brutus (Nottubby) sees Caesar (Tubby), and rushes forward
to stab him) :
NT: Hey you! (Stabs Tubby, 3 times)
T: NO!!! It's way too early ! You have to give me more
time to get into my role !
NT: Sorry !
T: You’re not professional !
NT: Sorry!
T: Don't do it again! Nottubby?
NT: Yes Tubby?
T: Julius Caesar, Take Two! (Same game as before. Tubby
claps his hands together in front of Nottubby's face, and
they disappear and reappear as their characters) :
T: Ah, Brutus, how do you do?

NT: Good, good, very good, thank you… How is your
mother?
T: NO !!! You don't ask the Emperor how his mother is
doing !
NT : …Sorry !…
T : You're unbelieveable ! You don't understand anything!
NT : …Sorry !…
T: (impatient with Nottubby) Julius Caesar, Take three !
Idiot !
NT : Idiot yourself !

(Same game as before. Tubby claps his hands together in
front of Nottubby's face, and they disappear and reappear
as their characters) :
T: To be…
NT: Or not to be, I know that! (excited)
T (shouting): NOOOOOO!!! That is MY text!
NT: Sorry !…
T: It's impossible, I can't play with you ! That's it !
It's over ! I'm not playing anymore ! I'm done. Finished.

The End.
NT (taps him on his shoulder) : please !…
T : No way ! You hurt my feelings...
NT (Taps him on his shoulder again) :…please...
T : No way, no bloody way ! Never, never, never, never,
never
NT : ...Please...
T: Julius Caesar, Take Four !
(This time instaed of clapping his hands together, Tubby
slaps Nottubby on his face because he is so angry, and they
disappear and reappear as their characters once again, but
Nottubby is crying) :
T : To be or not to be…
NT: Etre ou ne pas
T: That is the question
NT: ça c'est une bonne question!
T: Whether it is nobler in the mind to suffer the slings
and arrows of outrageous fortune, or to take arms
against a sea of troubles and by opposing end them.

NT : Si la traduction vous intéresse, je vous encourage à
consulter un dictionnaire historique à la bibliothèque.
Personnellement, je ne comprends absolument rien !
T: To die…
NT : …ça, c’est pas bien!...
T: …To sleep…
NT: …ça, c’est bien…
T: …No more…
NT : (Nottubby makes a gesture with his hands to mean
« no more »)
T: …and by a sleep to say we end the heart ache and a
thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir to…
NT: Là il se prend vraiment au sérieux, j’ai hâte que ça
finisse…
T: Tis a consummation devoutely to be wished…
NT: Mains, parlez pour moi !

(Nottubby-Brutus stabs Tubby-Caesar)
T: Very good Nottubby, very good !

NT: Tubby, are you okay?
T (speaks between his teeth, impatient): Je ne suis pas
Tubby!
NT: Ok ! Sorry !
T : « Tu quoque fili ! »
NT : What did you say?
T : Let Ceasar die in peace !
Class Activity :
Read the scene in pairs.
Who do you think has more power in the scene, Tubby or Nottubby ?
Is there a moment when Nottubby gets angry with Tubby ? Where is
it in the text ?
Find one moment when Tubby gets really angry with Nottubby.
Find one moment when Nottubby does something right.
Do you recognise any words from Shakespeare in this scene ?
Which plays do you recognise ?

Discussion :
How would you stage this scene ?
How would you show the difference between Tubby and Caesar, and
Nottubby and Brutus ?

Acting (optional) :
Try to act this scene out in class.

Extract Six.

In this extract, Tubby and Nottubby suddenly hear the
radio come on again, with a message from the Recruiting
Sergeant. This is the first time that they realise they are in
the middle of a war, and they get very scared, and decide to
call the Sergeant to tell him that they have made a big
mistake, and they want to leave the desert.
(From Tubby’s radio the Recruiting Sergeant speaks) :
The Chief Commander of the A.R.M.Y wishes a Merry
Christmas and hopefully a Happy New Year to all our new
boys who recently joined Operation Princess of the
desert.
T/NT: We're famous now !
R Sergeant : After years of useless diplomatic
negotiations, this WAR will secure the very last source
of petrol in the world, which is currently threatened
by...threatened by...threatened.

(Reaction Tubby et Nottubby)
R Sergeant : We are proud of our courageous troops who
are ready to sacrifice their lives for « Operation
Princess of the desert »
T: They must have made a mistake!
NT: Maybe we should call A.R.M.Y.?

T/NT: Good idea!
T/NT: A.R.M.Y- A.R.M.Y. (Drrrt!Drrrt!) It's ringing !…
R Sergeant : A.R.M.Y. General Headquarters ?
T : If you please sir, we’d like to rectifiy a small
mistake.
R Sergeant : A mistake?
NT : Yes sir, a mistake. Since joining A.R.M.Y. we find
that we have been disillusioned.
R Sergeant: Disillusioned ?
T : Yes, sir, disillusioned. You see, it was like this…We
came here because we
wanted to change our life, find a job, and if possible
meet the Princess of the desert…
NT : Most luckily sir, we found out just in time that
what we were promised when we signed is not at all
accurate...
R Sergeant : So you've decided to leave have you ?
NT/T : (Very pleased) EXACTLY !
R Sergeant : (angry) What do you think this is ? A
picnic ? This is war : you’re here, and you’re going to

stay! This is the Army of forgotten souls, men come here
to forget and to be forgotten. Men come here to accept
the hardships of the desert, to be without food, without
water, and to laugh at it all…ah!ah!ah !
Defend your position at all costs ! Good luck ! The enemy
is approaching ! Goodbye !
Class Activity:
Read the scene in class.
At what moment do you think that Tubby and Nottubby understand
they are at war ?
Does the Recruiting Sergeant let Tubby and Nottubby leave the
Army and go home ?
Why ?
Who has more power in the scene ? Tubby and Nottubby or the
Sergeant ?
What do you think happens next ?
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Scene Three : In the Cemetery
Extract Seven

Tubby and Nottubby run away from the desert and the
Army ; they fianlly stop to rest, and find themselves in the
middle of a cemetery. They are scared, tired and angry, and
start to argue with each other about whose fault it is that
they are in such a mess.
T :… I should have thrown myself into the Thames as
soon as I saw you !
NT: What? Huh! I wanted to jump as soon as I saw you,
but T : You were so scared, there's no way that you would
have jumped !
NT : Me? Scared ? Yeah right! You should have seen
your face !
T/NT: Do you want to know what I really think ?!
T : Yes, yes, go on ! Go on !
NT : You're nothing but a big fatty!
T : NT : You're fat and ugly!

T : NT : And on top of all that, you're a COWARD!
T : Oh yeah, right. If you were SO brave, why didn't
you just kill yourself?
NT : I wanted to, but who would take care of YOU ?
T : You ! take care of me ? You must be joking !
NT : No ! I'm not joking ! You only think about you and
food, and more food, and you !
Class Activity:
Read this scene in pairs.

Discussion :
Who has more power in this scene ? Tubby or Nottubby ?
Have you ever had an argument with a close friend of yours ? What
happened ? Did you make-up ?

Creative writing :
With a partner, try to write your own argument in English.
Think about the situation, where are you, why are you upset ? Think
about who has more power in the argument, you, or your partner ?
Does it change ?
Are you winning the argument or losing it ?
How do you end your argument ?
Read your argument out in front of the class

Scene Four: At Sea.
Tubby and Nottubby’s comman dream.
Extract Eight

In this scene, after a big storm, Tubby and Nottubby are on
a little boat, and they wake up to find themselves in the
middle of the ocean.
T: (Crying): Nottubby, we're lost at sea !
NT: Shhh.Shhh. Don't cry, don't cry, it's all going to
be okay...
T (Crying): I want to go home...
NT (Comfoting Tubby in his arms) : Yes, yes, we're nearly
home now...
T (Hopeful) : Really ? But we don't have a home ! (Tubby
continues to cry).
NT : It's true, but do you know what ? One day, soon,
we're going to find some money, lots and lots of money,
T : …
NT : … and with that money, we're going to buy a little
house in the forest...
T: …a wooden house…

NT: Yes! A wooden house!
T : With a thatched roof !
NT : Yes, that's right !
T : And opposite out house, there will be a little clearing
where hundreds of birds that will sing all day long...
NT : … and there will be a little river that runs next to
our house, and I will teach you how to swim !
T : …Yes ! And I'll be able to swim as well as fish !
NT: Yes! …and behind the house, we'll have a little
garden, and a vegetable patch ; we'll grow potatoes,
carrots, cucumbers...
T: ... tomatoes, onions, cauliflower, beetroot, lettuce,
courgettes, celeri, beans NT/T : Baked beans !
T: … and we'll make an enormous soup, and we'll mix the
vegetables with the baked beans T: …And we'll invite all the neighbours, and all of our
friends,
NT : Yes !…

T : … and it will be my birthday, and we'll have a big
party, and you'll make me a cake !
NT : A strawberry cake !…
T : No, a raspberry cake... with lots of cream and
chocolate sauce...
T: And every night, we'll watch the sun go down...
NT: ...and we'll tell each other how lucky we are to
have each other...
T: And at last, we will be able to become ourselves...
T : That would be great wouldn't it?
NT : Yes, that would be great …

(The sound of the sea comes back . Tubby hears it, and
starts to cry again…)
T: Nottubby, we're lost at sea!
NT: Sh
h…shh, you should get some rest...
T : I'm hungry…
NT : I know, I know…

T : I'm so hungry !
NT : Try to sleep now, we'll eat somthing soon...…
T (he starts to fall asleep) : …cucumbers, chicken,
tomatoes, chocolate…
Class Activity :
Read the scene in class.

Discussion :
Where are Tubby and Nottubby ?
Why is Tubby scared and why is he crying ?
How does Nottubby manage to comfort Tubby ?
What do you think is Tubby’s favourite food ? Why ?

Creative Writing :
What do you think Tubby and Nottubby wish for most in their lives ?
Make a list.
Imagine that you are on a boat lost at sea with your friend. There is
nothing around you, and no one to help you.
What would you talk about ?
What would you do ?
Write about your dream world.
Think about the following :
What would your dream house be like ?
Where would you like to live ?
What would you dream of eating ?
Who would you dream of being with ?
Take turns to read your dream out to the rest of the class.
What do you think happens next in the play ?

Scene Five : The Kingdom of Death
Extract nine

This scene takes place towards the end of the play.
Nottubby decides to visit the Kingdom of Death to look for
his friend Tubby, who drowned by accident when they were
at sea.
When Nottubby finally arrives at The Kingdom of Death, at
first he is happy because he recognises Tubby, but then he
gets scared because he realises that Tubby has changed,
and has transformed into Julius Caesar…
Nottubby finds himself in a television show in the middle of
The Kingdom of Death, and Tubby is the television host :
JC : I am Julius Caesar, your host for tonight, and I
have the immense pleasure of introducing, directly from
the land of the living....
NT : It's me ! Nottubby!
JC: ... Not-to-be ! (JC stops music aggressivly))
JC : Not-to-be, You're not welcome here, in the
kingdom of death...
NT : Tubby !
JC : I'm not Tubby !
NT : Let's get out of here!
JC : I am Caesar ! I don't know you !
NT : I'm not leaving without you!
JC : SILENCE!!! You will know soon enough what happens
to people who dare to adventure in the kingdom of
death... The rules are simple : You need to respond

correctly to the question that I'm going to ask you. If
you make the slightest mistake, you will die !
NT : I refuse to play your stupid game !
JC : You're surrounded by dead people here! The rules
are not the same as in the land of the living ! So, are
you going to play or not?
(he takes out his sword, and threatens Nottubby with it)
NT : Okay ! I'll play !
Class Activity :
Read this extract in class.

Discussion :
Why do you think Tubby has turned into Julius Caesar ?
Does Tubby recognise Nottubby ?
What do you think will happen to Nottubby ?
How do you think the play ends ?

A Note on the characters : Tubby and Nottubby
At the beginning of the play, Tubby and Nottubby are two male
characters. However, the public will realise during the play that
Nottubby is actually a woman, disguised as a man. Tubby doesn’t
know this, and she will not reveal her real identity until the end of
the play.
Discuss with your class :
List different reasons why Nottubby would disguise herself as a
man ?
List reasons why Tubby is large, and likes to eat a lot.

NOTE D’INTENTION

"Cette voûte céleste devant laquelle nous restons interdits,
Nous savons qu'elle n'est qu'une sorte de lanterne magique;
Le soleil est la lampe; l'univers, la lanterne;
Et nous, les images qui tournent."
-Omar Khayyam, poète perse, XI siècle
"To be or not to be".
Être vivant, ou ne pas l'être.
Tout commence par ces six mots qui résonnent en nous tous, semblet-il, depuis l'origine du monde : choc, entre désir de vie et appel de la
mort perçue, quand le désespoir frappe, comme une possible
libération.
Shakespeare, donc, dont est si magnifiquement baignée l'Angleterre,
où est née et a vécu Sophie. Shakespeare, dont la langue et
l'imaginaire ont traversé et nourri chaque heure du processus de
création.
Et puis ces deux créatures théâtrales, Tubby et Nottubby, nées d'un
projet plus ancien qui nous avait déjà réuni en scène, Sophie et moi,
en pleine guerre du Péloponnèse, il y a 2500 ans. Créatures fragiles, à
qui le destin a donné une seconde vie quand un directeur de théâtre
du Finistère, "là où finit la terre", s'est demandé ce qu'elles seraient
dans le monde tel que nous le connaissons, aujourd'hui, nous pressant
d'inventer leur histoire...
Qui sont donc ces deux inconnus, si vulnérables parce que sincères,
dans un monde où les prédateurs règnent en souriant? Qui sont
Tubby et Nottubby, sinon cette part de nous-mêmes qui s'interroge,
avec angoisse, confrontée au cynisme érigé en système : "Peut-on
survivre si l'on refuse d'être égorgeur? Et si oui: comment?"
-Louis Fortier, Saint-Valéry-sur-Somme, avril 2011

Theatre Fools and Feathers is a Quebecois, French and British
company. Its founding members, Louis Fortier and Sophie Brech
studied at The International School of Jacques Lecoq in Paris from
1997 to 1999, a physical theatre school which specialises in
movement analysis, improvisation and creation. It has inspired many
incredible artists including Robert Lepage, Ariane Mnouchkine and
Geoffrey Rush. Louis Fortier and Sophie Brech subsequently became
assistants to Mario Gonzalez, at the National Conservatory of
Dramatic Arts in Paris. Their artistic careers have led them to travel
from Canada to France, via Bosnia, Italy, South Korea, and England.
In addition to creating their own shows, they have also been actors
in other theatre companies such as Teatro Malandro, directed by
Omar Porras, and Company Act, directed by Andrew Wilson.

Fools and Feathers Theatre Company is strongly influenced and
inspired by Louis and Sophie's training at the Jacques Lecoq School
in Paris. Choosing plays, stories and characters that everyone can
recognise and relate to, their aim is to touch the hearts of the
public through simplicity and sincerity. In a constant search for
beauty and truth, they take the public on a poetic and imaginative

journey, during which they feel they have experienced something
new, and perhaps questioned the world in which we live.
In choosing to use the physical body of the actor as an essential tool,
Fools and Feathers is interested in creating non-realistic theatre
nonetheless rooted in sincerity, namely through highly theatrical
means such as clowns and masks. They wish to take ordinary,
everyday characters, and make them extraordinary.
http://www.theatrefoolsandfeathers.com
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